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A  physicist  looks  at  hydrogen  bonding   Three  goals:   i.  to  use  the  simplest  possible  model   ii.  to  describe  a  wide  range  of  phenomena  and        materials   iii.  to  elucidate  the  role  of  quantum    physics  
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Quantum nature of the hydrogen bond Xin-Zheng Li, Brent Walker, and Angelos Michaelides1 London Centre for Nanotechnology and Department of Chemistry, University College London, London WC1E 6BT, United Kingdom Edited by Michael L. Klein, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, and approved February 23, 2011 (received for review November 9, 2010)



week ending Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which although Ubbelohde P H Y SaI negative CAL R E V I E Weffect L E has T T also E R Sbeen observed 4 JULY 2008 PRL 017801 (2008) phases (20, hold much of soft matter together as 101, well as the condensed 21). In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been disof water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The cussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, densitysmall mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs in F-F Water mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and areNuclear accountedQuantum for the first Effects peak of the radial distribution tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for (15). The implication increase in structure in the liquid JosephofA.this Morrone the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength ofDepartment hydrogen of is that the Princeton H-bond isUniversity, strengthened upon New inclusion QNEs. Chemistry, Princeton, Jerseyof08544, USA bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded sysIn contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the tems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecuO-O RDF is less sharply peaked when simulations with quantum * Roberto Car lar dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond. nuclei are compared to those with classical nuclei (4), suggestive Princeton Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA Through a systematic examination of a Department wide range of of Chemistry hydrogen andofDepartment a decrease of in Physics, the overall H-bondUniversity, strength. We note, however, (Received 25 March 2008; published 1 July 2008) bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relativelyAstrong ones. This of whatmolecular was observed in an simulation earlier ab of initio study (8).and The path-integral Car-Parrinello dynamics liquid water iceinfluis performed. It is simple correlation arises from a competition between of QNEs on H-bonds also been improves widely discussed in found thatanharmonic the inclusionence of nuclear quantum effects has systematically the agreement of firstintermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond simulations stretching. of studies of gas-phase clusters In (16–18, 22).the Specifically, in waterdistribution is principles liquid water with experiment. addition, proton momentum A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be clusters up to the hexamer it is predicted that QNEs weaken computed utilizing a recently developed open path-integral molecular dynamics methodology. It is shown made for hydrogen bonded materials in general the H-bonds, in simulations that with thesemerely results clasare in good agreementwhereas with experimental data.of HF clusters both weaksical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen ening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size bond length). Oura and work the influence of quantum nuThomas E. Markland B. rationalizes J. Berneb,1 (16–18). Clearly, it would be very useful to PACS rationalize these DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.101.017801 numbers: 61.20.Ja, 71.15.Pd clear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening various a NY single Department of Chemistry, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305-5080; and Department of Chemistry, Columbia results University,within New York, 10027 conceptual framework and identify fields have been employed Because of the fundamental importance of water in the of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEswithin on ‘‘open’’ path-integral Contributed by B. J. Berne, February 28, 2012 (sent for review February 2, 2012) broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. it high- understanding H-bond strength for a broadmolecular class of materials. dynamics methodologies to compute the proton physical and Furthermore, biological sciences, its microWhen twothe phases of water at equilibrium, the ratio of hydroas well as the ability to heavy solvents in two-dimensionallights need to are allow flexible molecules when anharmonic Tousethis end, we report herein a simulation study in which momentum distribution in iceweand water [13–15]. The scopic structure is (9), an issue of long-standing interest. gen isotopes in each is slightly altered because of their different IR andnuclear NMR spectroscopies, wherethe deuteration isof assumed noton a wide range of H-bonded potentials are used in force field-based studies of local quantum investigate impact QNEs distribution, while in agreement with experiElucidating the environment the protons is parphase affinities. This isotopic fractionation process can be utilized to dramatically alter of the structure or dynamics observed.calculated Howmaterials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio moletoeffects. analyze water’s movement in the world’s climate. Here we show ever, the size of this cancellation remains elusive because empiri-
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ment in many respects, did not reproduce the shorter tail ticularly intriguing due to their crucial role in hydrogen Mark E. Tuckerman et al. that is observed in ice, signaling a lack of transferability of bonding. Nuclear quantum effects significantly impact the Science 275 , 817 (1997); the empirical potentials. The faster decaying ice distribubehavior of water, which is indicated by the variation of DOI: 10.1126/science.275.5301.817 tion reflects a red-shift of the OH stretch frequency that is a many properties when protons are substituted with deuteconsequence of the recovery of an intact hydrogen bond rium (D) or tritium (T). For example, the melting point of network upon freezing. heavy water (D O) is 3.82 K higher than that of light (H O) To investigate whether this effect can be reproduced in water, and this effect is more pronounced in tritiated water ab initio simulations, we perform an ‘‘open’’ path-integral (T O) [1], providing evidence that quantum effects destaCar-Parrinello molecular dynamics (PI CPMD) [16] study bilize the hydrogen bond network. This copy is for your personal, of water in the liquid and solid phases. In this approach the Recently, the equilibrium state of thenon-commercial protons in wateruse only. potential energy model using path integral simulations. The large potential energy surface and ice has been probed by neutron Compton scattering H-bonds). measurements It has a number of important implications, such asis derived on the fly from number of accurate experimental of thesenuclear ratios into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum ater within Earth’s atmosphere isexperiments naturally composed ofThis allows for sensitive comparisons ofthe theory andmoexperiment overinstantaneous explaining contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide state range of the electrons within the ground [2]. technique measures the proton delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent the stable hydrogen isotopes hydrogen (H) and deuterium a wide-range of temperatures (11). In the present work, we show of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions theory to be made for Our study is also motiadvances in experimental techniques and the development of providing density functional (DFT). mentumand distribution [3], thereby complementary (D). During cycles of evaporation, condensation, precipitawhat features are needed in a water model to accurately predict tion, these isotopes naturally undergo partial separation due to is H-bonded materials general. Since extent of pioneering anharmonicPI CPMD simulation of theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances by the a previous, information to what garnered from diffraction techniques these ratios byin decomposing the contributions tointhe free vated energy their differing masses, thereby leading to different H/D ratios quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the cordifference leading to fractionation. This analysis in turn leads to a computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum liquid water [17]. This study reached the counterintuitive that measure theof spatial correlations among the nuclear in the two phases. This process of fractionation has a number simple explanation of the inversion of theunderscores fractionation ratios relation, it also the need for flexible monomers nature of the protonwhich in H-bonded systems exquisite detail. fortuitous consequences, are utilized in hydrology andBecause conclusion that nuclear quantum effects harden the strucpositions [4in–7]. of The the noncommuting character seen experimentally at high anharmonic temperatures, where D is favored when intermolecular potentials geology. For instance, byIfcomparing the effects ratio of H(QNEs) to D, oneto can relevance of quantum nuclear liquid water and you wish to distribute this article to others , you can order high-quality copies for are yourused in force over H in the vapor phase (11). ture of the liquid in comparison to classical CPMD simuofand position and momentum operators in quantum mechanestimate the origins of a water sample, the temperature at kinetics which field-based studies of QNEs. ice (3–8), interfacial water (9), enzyme (10, 11) has colleagues, clients, or customers by clicking here.Ratios it was formed, and the altitude at which precipitation occurred (1, lations at the same temperature. Numerous studies have ics, the proton momentum distribution is sensitive to the Calculating Fractionation recently been demonstrated. from first principles 2). Equilibrium fractionation, where theIn twoparticular, phases are allowed The liquid-vapor fractionation ratio, αl−v , is defined as Results shown that such simulations generate an overstructured local environment. In particular, the differences in ofthe by H/D Morrone al. (4, and neutron scat-articles tosimulations equilibrate their ratio, isetentirely a 12) consequence of the Permission to republish orCompton repurpose or portions articles can be obtained by Toward our aim of understanding QNEs alter H-bonds, we nuclear quantum effects effects of measurements quantum mechanical on hydrogen liquidhow [12,18,19]. Consequently, momentum distribution of the solid phases tering byfluctuations Burnham etwater’s al. (13, 14), a clear picture of and ðxliquid ∕xH;l Þ water T following guidelines here. ¼ e −ΔA∕k ¼ D;l ; [1] α use bond network. Quantum mechanical the such as zero-point computer simulations the CASTEP plane-wave DFT ∕xH;v Þ bonds ðxD;v the impact of QNEs on theeffects proton’s realmass. space delocalization would increase the discrepancy between experiment and reflect and distortionl−vof hydrogen that with energy and tunneling are larger for H due to its the lowerbreaking code (28). The simulations are performed with the Perdew– and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing Despite numerous studies, the extentoccurs to which quantum flucIf correct, this result upon melting. In xsystems such as ofconfined water where fraction isotope Z, (PBE) l denotesexchange-correlation thesimulation. liquid functional (29) inwould have severe impliZ is the moleBurke–Ernzerhof tuations affect water’s structure and dynamics remains amore subject the H-bond strength, proton becomes delocalized and article Thethe following resources related to arephase. available online atΔA for the accuracy andthis v denotes the vapor In the second equality, cations of 100 current andthat theonequantum ferroelectric potassium phosphate the canonical ensemble, with a target temperature of K. DFT approximations of ofconsequently considerable debate. ItOH has long been [8,9] appreciated ef- phase, the www.sciencemag.org stretching frequency decreases. is the Helmholtz is freecurrent energy corresponding to the process (this information as of August 27, 2012 ): fect of quantum fluctuations in water is [10], the disruption of hydrowater. the momentum and distribution provides signatures of QNEs can also interaction consegen bonding, leading to influence destructuringthe of the liquid and strength faster In this work we use a combination of closed and open tunneling and delocalization. O þ HOD ⇌ H O þ HOD : [2] H 2 ðlÞ ðvÞ 2 ðvÞ ðlÞ dynamics more work hassystems suggested(4, that8, 9, 15–19). In quently(3–6). the However, structure of recent H-bonded Author contributions: X.-Z.L. B.W., and A.M. designed research; X.-Z.L. and B.W. a H-bonded competing quantum effect mayeffect exist information in is water (7, 8), as namely that paths compute the pair correlation functions Molecular simulations with quantum nuclei are made Updated and services, including high-resolution figures, cananalyzed be found intothe online performed research; X.-Z.L., B.W., and Feynman A.M. data; and X.-Z.L., B.W., and A.M. crystals, this known the Ubbelohde effect, In this work we consider the dilute D limit which reflects the sithe quantum kinetic energy in the OH covalent bond allows it wrote the paper. feasible by thewhich Feynman path-integral representation of the Hversion with (D) bonds, causes the O-O distance, of this article at: tuation found in the Earth’s atmosphere where it is 6,000and timesthe momentum distribution. We find that the liquid is towhere stretch replacing and form shorter and deuterium stronger hydrogen authors no conflict of interest. less common H.The In this limit,declare we consider the energy of and consequently the ferroelectric partially cancels the disruptive effect.equilibrium Thisphase-transition hydrogendensity bond temperature, significantly less structured than in computations utilizing matrix at than finite temperature. This ap-free http://www.sciencemag.org/content/275/5301/817.full.html exchanging a an single DThis atom in aisvapor water molecule with an H strengthening only been appreciated, as many origi-effect article a PNAS Direct Submission. to changehas (20). The recently conventional Ubbelohde yields identical electronic structure description with classical proach has been used in inconjunction with empirical force atom a liquid water molecule, with all other moleculesan being nal studies drew their conclusions based on models with rigid or elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D, To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: [email protected]. This article cites 17 articles , 2 of which can be accessed free: The free energy canfluctuations be calculated from the ther- in qualitative agreement with experimental isotope H2 O.showing nuclei, fieldsthisinbehavior. studiesThe [11–13] thatdifference quantum harmonic bonds, which are unable to describe modynamic integration expression (12) degree of quantum effect cancellation depends on the of http://www.sciencemag.org/content/275/5301/817.full.html#ref-list-1 effects and previous force field studies. The computed softensensitively the structure liquid water. The effect is illustrated anharmonicity of the OH stretch and the temperature. These ! " Z m www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1016653108 PNAS ∣ proton April 19, 2011 ∣ vol. 108 ∣ no. 16 ∣ 6369–6373 are in good agreement momentum distributions a broadening of the radial distribution functions (RDF) hK ðm Þi − hK ðm Þi parameters tune the balance between theby lower frequency hydrov Z l Z dmZ HighWire [3] ΔAhosted ¼ has atbeen by 4 articles Press;; see: gen bonding disruption,This which article will dominate lower cited temperam with experiment and, unlike in empirical force field based compared to those generated fromby classicalmZ nuclei. tures, and the higher frequency hydrogen bond strengthening http://www.sciencemag.org/content/275/5301/817.full.html#related-urls studies, the difference between the liquid and the solid Interestingly, effect, which will dominate at higher temperatures when these rota- works indicated that quantum nuclei tions become essentially classical. T.E.M. and B.J.B. designed research; T.E.M. performed research; observed in experiment is reproduced. Remaining deviathe structure Author in acontributions: similar wayand B.J.B. to wrote a temperature T.E.M. analyzed data; and T.E.M. the paper. If such a large degreeThis of cancellation existed at ambient article affect appears in thetemfollowing subject collections: tions from experiment suggest overbinding in the hydrogen increase classical simulation. Recently, The authors declare no conflict of interest.empirical force perature, it would be highly fortuitous both in termsinofathe biothat equilibrium fractionation ratios, an entirely quantum mechandynamics and ab itsinitio path integral molecular cal quantum modelscular of water are typically(MD) fit to reproduce ical property, also provide a sensitive probe to assess the magniproperties in path integral simulations two (PIMD) [see, and e.g.,the(23–27)], reveal that the strength ydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are,when for useddynamics tude of nuclear quantum fluctuations in water. By comparing the ab initio path integral studies performed have not produced a of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will example, the ofmain responsible predictions of a series waterintermolecular models, we show interactions that those consistent picture (7, 10). In addition, many of these simulation on it: Relatively H-bonds, such as those in water and describing the OHthe chemical as rigidof or harmonic greatly overfor binding twobond strands DNA and holding together the the have studies compare properties of water to thoseweak of its classical predict the magnitude of isotope fractionation. Models that HF water dimers, are made weaker,even whereas relatively strong H-bonds, but classical is physically unrealizable at condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of greatcounterpart, contemporaccount for anharmonicity in this coordinate are shown to provide relatively high temperatures, still has such asbecause those water in large HFsignificant clusters and certain solids, are made ary more importance in nanoscience, the funcmuch accurate results because of theirbeing ability involved to give partial 2 in, e.g., 2 quantum effects present in its vibrations. stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of cancellation between and intramolecular quantum effects. tionalization andinterpatterning of surfaces with ordered Inmolecular this paper, we use equilibrium fractionation ratios as a senThese results give existence of competing quantum systems and arises from a simple competition overlayers (1,evidence 2). It ofisthe known that H-bonds are complex and,toinassesshydrogen-bonded sitive probe the magnitude of quantum mechanical ef2 effects in water and allow us to identify how this cancellation fects in water. can be directly quantum related to fluctuations of intramolecular betweenratios the anharmonic particular, because of the small mass of the proton is often notFractionation varies across a wide-range of temperatures. In addition, this work itquantum kinetic energy differences between H and D(which in liquidtends to strengthen H-bonds) covalent bond stretching appropriate treat the in H-bonded systems as a classical demonstrates thatto simulation canproton provide accurate predictions and water and its vapor and can be calculated exactly for a given water insights into Instead hydrogen the fractionation. and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken particle. quantum nature of the proton must be taken
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articles In addition, a transition from low to high CO2 and CH4 values (not shown) occurs at exactly the same depth. In undisturbed ice, the transition in atmospheric composition would be found a few metres lower (due to the difference between the age of the ice and the age of the gas20). Also, three volcanic ash layers, just a few centimetres apart but inclined in opposite directions, have been observed—10 m



above this dD excursion (3,311 m). Similar inclined layers were observed in the deepest part of the GRIP and GISP2 ice cores from central Greenland, where they are believed to be associated with ice flow disturbances. Vostok climate records are thus probably disturbed below these ash layers, whereas none of the six records show any indication of disturbances above this level. We therefore limit
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Climate and atmospheric history of the past 420,000 years from the Vostok ice core, Antarctica –480 3,250
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–460     –480 0 500 1,000 2,000 2,500 atmospheric   3,000 3,500 Deuterium   content   of  ice  c1,500 orrelated   with   Depth (m) temperature  at  which  liquid  water  condensed.  HOD  vs.   H2O  diﬀerence  due  to  zero  point  energy!   J. R. Petit*, J. Jouzel†, D. Raynaud*, N. I. Barkov‡, J.-M. Barnola*, I. Basile*, M. Bender§, J. Chappellaz*, M. Davisk, G. Delaygue†, M. Delmotte*, V. M. Kotlyakov¶, M. Legrand*, V. Y. Lipenkov‡, C. Lorius*, L. Pe´pin*, C. Ritz*, E. Saltzmank & M. Stievenard†



* Laboratoire de Glaciologie et Ge´ophysique de l’Environnement, CNRS, BP96, 38402, Saint Martin d’He`res Cedex, France † Laboratoire Figure 1 The deuterium record. Deuterium as a function of depth, Measurement better than 1‰. Inset, des Sciences du Climatcontent et de l’Environnement (UMR CEA/CNRS 1572), L’Orme des Merisiers, accuracy Baˆt. 709, CEA(1j) Saclay,is91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, Francethe detailed deuterium ‡ Arctic Antarctic Institute, Beringa Street 38, 199397, St Petersburg, expressed as dD (in ‰ with and respect to Research Standard Mean Ocean Water, SMOW). This Russia profile for the lowest part of the record showing a dD excursion between 3,320 § Department of Geosciences, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544-1003, USA record combines data available down to 2,755 m (ref.13) and new measurements and 3,330 m. dDice ⇤in ‰ ⇥ [⇤D=H sample =⇤D=H SMOW 1] ⇤ 1;000. k Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science, University of Miami, 4600 Rickenbacker Causeway, Miami, Florida 33149, USA performed on core 5G (continuous 1-mStaromonetny, ice increments) from 2,755 mRussia to 3,350 m. ¶ Institute of Geography, per 29, 109017, Moscow, . ............ ............ ............ ........... ............ ............ ............ ........... ............ ............ ............ ........... ............ ............ ............ ........... ............ ............ ............ ............ ...........
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The recent completion of drilling at Vostok station in East Antarctica has allowed the extension of the ice record of Depth (m) atmospheric composition and climate to the past four glacial–interglacial cycles. The succession of changes through 0 climate 500cycle and 1,000 1,500 was2,000 2,500 2,750 3,000 3,300 each termination similar, and atmospheric and climate properties oscillated3,200 between stable bounds. Interglacial periods differed in temporal evolution and duration. Atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide –420 390 kyr 110 kyr and methane correlate well with Antarctic air-temperature throughout the record. Present-day atmospheric burdens of these two important greenhouse gases seem to have been unprecedented during the past 420,000 years. –440



a period (the past one million years) is puncThe late Quaternary



core ever recovered, reaching a depth of 3,623 m (ref. 17). Drilling then stopped ,120 m above the surface of the Vostok lake, a deep that last about 100,000 years (ref. 1). Glacial–interglacial climate subglacial lake which extends below the ice sheet over a large area18,–0.5 1,2 changes are documented by complementary climate records in order to avoid any risk that drilling fluid would contaminate the –480 largely derived from deep sea sediments, continental deposits of lake water. Preliminary data17 indicated that the Vostok ice-core0.0 flora, fauna and loess, and ice cores. These studies have documented record extended through four climate cycles, with ice slightly older the wide range of climate variability on Earth. They have shown that than 400 kyr at a depth of 3,310 m, thus spanning a period0.5 much of the variability occurs with periodicities corresponding to comparable to that covered by numerous oceanic1 and continental2 b 1.0 that of the precession, obliquity and eccentricity of the Earth’s records. 1,3 0.0 . But understanding how the climate system responds to this orbit Here we present a series of detailed Vostok records covering this initial orbital forcing is still an important issue in palaeoclimatol- ,400-kyr period. We show that the main features of the more recent ogy, for the generally strong ,100,000-year (100-kyr) Vostok climate cycle resemble those observed in earlier cycles. In 0.5 in particular c cycle. particular, we confirm the strong correlation between atmospheric Ice cores give access to palaeoclimate series that includes local greenhouse-gas concentrations and Antarctic temperature, as well 1.0 temperature and precipitation rate, moisture source conditions, as the strong imprint of obliquity and precession in most of the wind strength and aerosol fluxes of marine, volcanic, terrestrial, climate time series. Our records reveal both similarities and differ-100 cosmogenic and anthropogenic origin. They are also unique with ences between the successive interglacial periods. They suggest the 1.5 entrapped air inclusions in providing direct records of past lead of Antarctic air temperature, and of atmospheric greenhousetheir d 50 changes in atmospheric trace-gas composition. The ice-drilling gas concentrations, with respect to global ice volume and Greenland project 1.0 undertaken in the framework of a long-term collaboration air-temperature changes during glacial terminations. 0 between Russia, the United States and France at the Russian Vostok e station 0.5 in East Antarctica (788 S, 1068 E, elevation 3,488 m, mean The ice record temperature !55 8C) has already provided a wealth of such infor- The data are shown in Figs 1, 2 and 3 (see Supplementary Information for the past two glacial–interglacial cycles4–13. Glacial mation for the numerical data). They include the deuterium 0.0 a proxy of local350,000 temperature change), content of the ice (dDice,300,000 periods are characterized by much colder temperatures, 0 in Antarctica 50,000 150,000 200,000 250,000 400,000the 100,000 reduced precipitation and more vigorous large-scale atmospheric dust content (desert aerosols), the concentration of sodium (marine BP) and from the entrapped air the greenhouse gases CO and Age (yr aerosol), circulation. There is a close correlation between Antarctic tempera2 and and atmospheric concentrations of CO CH4 (refsfor 5, 9). and the d18and O of new O2 (hereafter d18Oatm) (performed which reflectsboth changes 2 and of4,published measurements at LGGE and RSMAS) with Figure 2 Vostok timeture series ice volume. Time series (GT4 timescale ice CH 19 This discovery suggests that greenhouse gases are important as in global ice volume and in the hydrological cycle . (dD and d18O !1 mean sampling interval of 3–4 m (ng g or p.p.b); and e, dust profile (volume of on the lower axis, with indication of corresponding depths on the top axis and amplifiers of the initial orbital forcing and may have significantly area defined in the legends to Figs 1 and 2, respectively.) All these 10,13 14–16 particles measured a Coulter indication of the two contributed fixed pointstoatthe 110glacial–interglacial and 390 kyr) of: a, deuterium profile (from changes . The Vostok ice measurements have beenusing performed usingcounter) methodscombining previously published data and combining data11,13,30 andsensitivity 81 new described extended below m, every 4 m on average (concentrations are expressed Fig. 1); b, d18Oatm profile cores obtained were also used to infer anpublished empirical estimate of the except for 2,760 slight modifications (seethe figure legends). of globalbelow climate2,760 to future anthropogenic greenhouseThe dDice (Fig. 1)that confirms the main measurements performed m. The age of theincreases gas is of calculated as p.p.m.ofassuming Antarctic dustfeatures has aofdensity of 2,500 kg m!3). in ⇥gdetailed g!1 or record 15 and‰fourth cycles=⇤18previously illustrated the standard is modern 16 Oatm ⇤in ⇥ [⇤18climate O= O sample O=16 O standard 1] ⇤by 1;000; described in ref. 20;gas c, concentrations seawater d18O. (ice volume proxy) and marine isotope thed18third 17 The recent completion of the ice-core drilling at Vostok allows us coarse-resolution record . However, a sudden decrease from interstages adapted from Bassinot et al.26; d, sodium profile obtained by combination air composition. to considerably extend the ice-core record of climate properties at glacial-like to glacial-like values, rapidly followed by an abrupt this site. In January 1998, the Vostok project yielded the deepest ice return to interglacial-like values, occurs between 3,320 and 3,330 m. © 1999 Macmillan Magazines Ltd 430 NATURE | VOL 399 | 3 JUNE 1999 | www.nature.com 11.24
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tuated by a series of large glacial–interglacial changes with cycles –460



•  Simple  model  for  Poten1al  Energy  Surfaces  for   hydrogen  bonds   •  Quantum  nuclear  eﬀects  are  necessary  for  a   quan1ta1ve  descrip1on  of  correla1ons   between  donor-‐acceptor  distance  R  and  bond   lengths  and  vibra1onal  frequencies.   •  Nuclear  quantum  eﬀects  [and  H/D  isotope   eﬀects]  are  largest  and  subtle  for  moderate  to   strong  symmetric  bonds  (R  ≈  2.4-‐  2.5  Å).     NATURE | VOL 399 | 3 JUNE 1999 | www.nature.com
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Geometry  for  X-‐H…Y   •  x  



r



#" D



$" H



r* .................. !" A !" R



The  key  independent  variable  is  R,     the  donor-‐acceptor  distance  



Empirical  H-‐bond  correla1ons  for  hundreds   of  diﬀerent  chemical  compounds   r* .................. !" A !"



•  Bond  lengths   $" H #" D •  Binding  energies           R •  X-‐H  stretch  vibra1onal  frequency     •  X-‐H  bend  vibra1onal  frequency     •  X-‐H  vibra1onal  intensity   •  Eﬀects  of  H  -‐>  D  isotope  subs1tu1on   Gilli  &  Gilli,  The  Nature  of  the  Hydrogen  Bond   (Oxford  UP,  2009)   r
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X-‐H  bond  length   vs.  donor-‐acceptor  distance  R   Gilli  et  al.     Symmetric   Complexes   X-‐H…X-‐    



Each  data  point     is  a  diﬀerent   chemical  compound     from  Cambridge     Crystallographic     Database       Limbach,  Tolstoy  et  al.  



 



Solening  of  O-‐H  vibra1onal  frequency  vs.     donor-‐acceptor  distance  R   !" !#$$#% &" !#$$# ' ()*+,-$ ). /)$01*$-+ 23+*13*+0 445 657778 9:94



!



Novak,  Stucture  &  Bonding    18,  177  (1974);                  Steiner,  Angew.  Chem.  Int.  Ed  .  41,  48  (2002).    
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Poten1al  energy  surfaces   A  simple  model  Hamiltonian   •  with  just  two  free  parameters     •  is  physically  and  chemically  transparent   gives     •  a  uniﬁed  picture  of  diﬀerent  types  of  H-‐bonds   and  of  proton  transfer   •  a  semi-‐quan1ta1ve  descrip1on  of  empirical   correla1ons  between  bond  lengths  and   vibra1onal  frequencies.     RHM,  Chem.  Phys.  LeC.  535,  196  (2012)  



Simple  example  of  diaba1c  states  
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quantitativetersdescription ofcanhydrogen bonding using a The simshown that one obtainon both qualitative andused. semir denoted D-H and cently may depend significantly thealevel of theory description of hydrogen using a asimple and physically transparent of these madenoted D-H· · · A. quantitative main point of this Letter isparametrisation that onebonding can obtain both qualiple and physically transparentunifies parametrisation of these ma17 eaH-bond puzzle, tative and semi-quantitative description of1 hydrogen bonding This approach H-bonding involving trix elements. mass. [For O-H ,D ⌅ 120 kcal/mol, compa 17 bonds, ⌅ ⌅ 3600 cm This approach unifies H-bonding involving trix elements. states, are a es of H-bonds, and usingA, a simple physically parametrisation of ˚and ˚ Atransparent different medium, and strong (symmetrical) a different ⌅atoms 2.2/ r0weak, ⌅and 0.96 A.] simple harmonic potential is culatio 21 11/11/2014   atoms and weak, medium, and strong (symmetrical) It has been .en f observed empirthese matrix elements. This approach unifies H-bonding innotH-bonds. sufficient because the and O-H bond is highly anharmonic large e H-bonds. nd bonding and ariable (or physiovolving different atoms weak, medium, and strong (sym- and The potential thesometimes energy of a single bond we Morse will beMorse interested indescribes regimes where there is considerable key to potential describes energy ofcharacterised a single bond by ri-antheEmpiriween donor The and metrical) H-bonds. The latter the are as within molecules in absence the (and(and valence within bond ighlights the quancovalent 4the electron, 3incentre bonds [8].of model Hamilstretching ofofmolecules the bonds. one of one the thetheabsence ofThe thesecond second nd Choosing   the   bthat est   H spotential pace:   thethe diabatic A simple harmonic potential notinteracttH-bond [6]. tonian has thestates). advantage itharmonic is ilbert   straightforward extend take effective describing thetois two thusa theIthus diabatic states). AHamiltonian simple is not aspace has sufficient because the O–H bond is highly anharmonic and it to describe nuclear quantum effects [16] (including going n be denoted Diaba1c   states   fhighly or  X-‐H…Y   ingwediabatic states to in have the form sufficient because O–H bond is anharmonic and ed a product will be interested regimes where there is considerable beyond thethe Born-Oppenheimer approximation), multiple Hents +  bond    +  Y  acceptor      An  iof solated   X-‐H weofwill stretching be1.   interested in regimes where ✓ ◆ the uct bonds, andthe collective effects. bonds. The two cases there j =X, is Y considerable denote olecule and + 2.  An   Y-‐HThe  bV ond    +Y–H  Xcases  donor   (r) (R,of⇤) D DA Morse describes the energy bondthe donor X–H bond and acceptor bond, respectively. The of The theisolated   bonds. two j =X, Ya single denote ween two of thestretching H =potential (2) ⇥ within one of the molecules in the absence of the second (and (R, ⇤) V (r ) Morse potential is donor to the DA A donor X–HTwo   bond andsacceptor Y–H bond,of  respectively. The wo iaba1c   tates   diﬀer   by  two transfer   a  pD, roton   thus dthe diabatic states). The cases j = A denote the s notation are −2aj (r−r0j ) j (r−r0j ) Morse potential is = Dand − 2e−a ], (1) Vj (r)bond he j [e acceptor A-H   donor D-H bond, The the matrix element nsferring pro- where the diabatic states are coupled via respectively. Morse is−2a are Energy   described   by  jM orse   (r−r 0j ) proten1als   0j ) X–H and Y-H where Dj ispotential the binding energy, is −a thej (r−r equilibrium 0j 2e (r) = D [e − ], bond (1) V j j   oand Y themlength, and=ajDis [exp( the decay DrX cos and ⇤) DY denote the(1) Vj (r) 2aj (rconstant. r(R r0j ))] j= 0j )) 2 exp( aj (r exp( bR) (3) (R, ⇤) cos(⇤)   DA 0 lent and where ionic Dproton affinity of the donor and the acceptor, respectively. For -H ⇥ equilibrium is the binding energy, r is the bond j 0j r and hydrogen bond beD  where =bonds,  proton   binding   energy   ~  proton   aﬃnity   [kcal/mol, pKa]   bond on thelength, disO–H approximate parameters ≃ 120 a the Dthe binding energy, rare isD the equilibrium mj is the 0j and a is decay constant. D and D denote j X Y p −1 a  length, =  Å onstant    decay    which                constant.    rcorrespond ond   lstretch ength   s we consider ,and r0c≃ tothe anbO–H ≃ 2.2 ⇥decay   0  =  equilibrium   aRj0.96 theÅ, The harmonic vibrational 2is+ 2 r = r 2rR cos ⇤ is length of the nic protonwhere affinity of the donor and the acceptor, respectively. ForA-H 2isolated   2. olecules   Take   gas-‐phase   vω, alues   for   harmonic frequency, of 3750 cmj−1 frequency ⇥ is given by ≃ µ⇥ = 2D am where µ is the reduced j bond  (see Figure 1), and b defines the the isO–H bonds, approximate parameters are Ddecay ≃ 120of We take the effective Hamiltonian describing thekcal/mol, twomatrix in- a eleis transferred ment −1 with increasing R. This functional dependence on R and er , r0 ≃diabatic 0.96 Å, which correspond ≃ 2.2 Å teracting states to have the form to an O–H stretch H2 O. The two −1 " ⇤ canfrequency, be justified that orbital integrals [17] harmonic ω,!from of V≃ (r) 3750forcm . φ)overlap H3 O+ ⟩ which # (R, X XY together with valence bond theory description ofr*two 4 electron Ha = , r the (2) We take the effective Hamiltonian describing inries. ∗ .................. $" H A !" #XY (R, φ) VY (r ) !" ed systems With regard dependence d betweenteracting two 3 orbital Eﬀec1ve   Hamiltonian   diabatic states[8]. to have the formto the angular #" D R wo diabatic states I have whereassumed the overlap. ! that the ⇥ overlap dominates " # ch re degenerate. Roughly (R,hybrid φ) (s and p) orbitals X (r) ∗V the overlap ofXY the 2 + r2 # DA is = R − 2rR cos φ (3) (2) r H = , molecules can ∗ on the D and A#atoms and φ) thereVwill ) some variation in the XY (R, Y (r be ween a water is the length of the Y–H bond (see Figure 1). The diabatic wo bthe with the chemical identity of the atoms 0 and and Y = H2 O, parameters states are coupled via off-diagonal matrix element Coupling   o f   d iaba1c   s tates     es whereD and A. For the rest of the paper I focus on the case of linear two diabatic # (R − r cos φ) −b(R−R1 ) te. are non- H bonds #(⇤ = which ∗(R,0) and (3) can written φ) = # cos φ eas (4) (3) 2 2 XY 1 r = R + r −be2rR r ∗ cos φ an energy differ-



ignificant sol(see Figure 1), and b defines decay rate of1). the matrix eleter (R) = exp( b(R R1The )) diabatic (4) is the length of the Y–H bond1the (see Figure is the free enment with increasing R. R1 is a reference distance that we take O, states are off-diagonal matrix so element to an equilib1/a the ≃ 2.37 Å. This is introduced that the conas coupled R1 ≡ 2r0 +via whereThe   R1 m isodel   a reference distance, R tic h as   o nly   2   f ree   p arameters   Δ11/a.  and   b   1 ⇥ 2r0 + that is physically relevant. The stant #1 sets an energy scale(R − r cos φ) −b(R−R Potential energy surfaces. In the adiabatic limit 1 ) the energy ne (4) # XY (R, φ) = #1 cos φ ∗ AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP: r eigenvalues are er2.158.16 On: Wed, 07 May 2014 22:52:19 ol(see Figure 1), and b 1defines the decay rate of the matrix ele(r) VA (R distance r)) E± (r, R) = R.(VRD nis a + reference that we take (5) ment with increasing 2 1 bas R1 ≡ 2r0 + 1/a ≃ 2.37 1 1 Å. This is introduced 2so that the con2 2 ± (V (R r)) + 4 (R) The .(6) scale that VisAphysically relevant. stant #1 sets an energy D (r) 2
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bonds and 27 parameters for asymmetric bonds. A significant point of Ref. 17 was that just the two parameters, b and "1 , are sufficient to obtain a semi-quantitative description of a wide range of experimental data for a chemically diverse 11/11/2014   set of complexes. The parameter values that are used here, "1 = 0.4D ≃ 2 eV and b = 2.2 Å−1 for O–H· · ·O systems, were estimated from comparisons of the predictions of the model with experiment.17



Adiaba1c  energies   D. Potential energy surfaces Energy  eigenvalues  deﬁne  poten1al  energy   curves   the  ground   and  the excited   state.  energy eigenvalues In thefor   adiabatic limit, electronic of For   Eq.linear   (2) forbonds,   linear bonds (φ = 0) are the eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian matrix:  



ϵ± (r, R) =



1 [VX (r) + VY (R − r)] 2 1 1 ± [(VX (r) − VY (R − r))2 + 4"(R)2 ] 2 . 2



(5)



In this paper, we focus on the case of symmetric bonds where the parameters in VX and VY are identical. Figure 2 shows the eigenvalues (potential energy curves) ϵ − (r, R) and ϵ + (r, R) as a function of r, for three differenergy   vs.  are X-‐H  three bond   length   different ent Poten1al   fixed R values. These qualitatively curves, corresponding weak, moderate, and   strong hydrofor  ﬁxed  X-‐Y  todistance   and  X=Y   gen bonds, and are discussed in more detail below. [Note that R=2.9  Åan    for   O-‐H…O   Figure 2 of Ref. 17 contained error in the plots of the potential energy curves and so the corrected curves are shown here.] The surface ϵ + (r, R) describes an electronic excited state, and should be observable in UV sabsorption experiments.17 This Excited   tate   excited state is seen in quantum chemical calculations for the Diaba1c  states   Zundel cation.31 III. VIBRATIONAL EIGENSTATES



Weak  H-‐bond  



Ground  state  



Under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the nuclear dynamics is determined by the adiabatic electronic ground state potential energy, ϵ − (r, R). We numerically solve the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation for motion of a nucleus (proton or deuteron) of reduced mass M in this potential
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and acceptor atom are imbedded. Similar Poten1al  energy  vs.  X-‐H  bond   length   overlayers on metal surfaces, the distan mined for  ﬁxed  X-‐Y  distance     by the lattice constant of the sub vides insight into the origin of the Hthe identity of the donor and acceptor a R=2.6  Å    for  O-‐H…O   Hamiltonian parameters except R, who will be determined by residual interactio



 OH-‐…OH2  



Moderate  H-‐bond    (low-‐barrier  H-‐bond)  



Poten1al  energy  vs.  X-‐H  bond  length   for  ﬁxed  X-‐Y  distance     EêD 0.5
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R=2.3  Å    for  O-‐H…O  



aHr-r0Lonline.) Contour plot of th Figure 3. (Color 1.5 2.0 energy surface (for a symmetric donor accept Excited  state   of the D-H bond length a(r r0 ) (horizon acceptor distance a(R 2r0 ) (vertical axis) Diaba1c  states   a wide range of equilibrium bond lengths rm this plot 1 = 0.4D and b = a. The contou darker shades represent lower energies. 0.5
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Asymmetric  donor  &  acceptor:   Poten1al  energy  vs.  D-‐H  bond  length   EêD -0.5
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Diaba1c  states  



Diﬀerence  between   proton  aﬃnity  of   donor  and  acceptor  
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•  Example:  water  dimer  =  HO-‐H…OH2   •  Leads  to  “pKa  equalisa1on  principle”:  H-‐bonds   are  strongest  when  the  donor  and  acceptor   have  the  same  proton  aﬃnity  



Qualita1ve  success   The  model  describes  all  three  classes  of  H-‐bonds   •  Weak   •  Strong   •  Moderate  (low  barrier  hydrogen  bonds)   and  proton  transfer  reac1ons     and  “pKa  equalisa1on  principle”.     RHM,  Chem.  Phys.  LeC.  535,  196  (2012)  
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[table4 of (8)]. In a weak hydrogenbond the hydrogenis attachedto one or the other of the oxygensby a covalentbond, whereas the interaction with the other oxygen is largelyelectrostatic.When the pKa'sof the two oxygensare similar,the hydrogencan be attachedto either one, and there is an W. W. Cleland and Maurice M. Kreevoy energybarrierfor transferbetween the two Formationof a short (less than 2.5 angstroms),very strong, low-barrierhydrogenbond in oxygens (Fig. IA). As the two oxygens the transitionstate, or in an enzyme-intermediatecomplex, can be an importantcontri- become closerto each other in a hydrogen butionto enzymiccatalysis. Formationof such a bondcan supply 10 to 20 kilocaloriesper bond, the barrierbetween the two hydromole and thus facilitate difficultreactions such as enolization of carboxylategroups. gen positionsbecomeslowerand eventually is low enough that the zero point energy Because low-barrierhydrogenbonds formonly when the pKa's(negativelogarithmof the acid constant) of the oxygens or nitrogens sharing the hydrogen are similar,a weak level is at or abovethe barrier(Fig. IB). At this point, which correspondsto an 0-0 complex in which the pKa's hydrogenbond in the enzyme-substrate a,b,1 do not match can Keisuke Saitoa and Hiroshi Ishikita become a strong, low-barrierone if the pKa'sbecome matched in the transitionstate or distance of -2.5 A, the hydrogen can two Kyoto 606-8501, between theSakyo-ku, in the space freelymove Promotion Unit for Young Life Scientists, that Graduate School Kyoto University, Yoshida-Konoe-cho, toof Medicine, reactions of enzymatic appear Several examples enzyme-intermediatecomplex.Career-Path Japan; and Precursory Research for Embryonic Science and Technology (PRESTO), Japan and Science Technology Agencyoxygens (JST), 4-1-8 Honcho Kawaguchi, to both itsand bonding oxygens, use this principleare presented. Saitama 332-0012, Japan becomesessentiallycovalent (9). A further 0-0 distance theapproved ofand Edited by Alan R. Fersht, MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Cambridge, United Kingdom, Novemberwould 2, 2011re(received for review August shortening 20, 2011) sult in a single well hydrogenbond (Fig. Article but such hydrogen bonds are only OH IC), attributed Enzymic catalysisis commonly OH subtle, 0.01 Å in NMR studies on PYP (11).] According to the Recent neutron diffraction studies of photoactive yellow protein - and [HOin the to existpubs.acs.org/JACS thought [FHF] and that,N=CH-CH-COOenzyme to tighterbindingbetween the(PYP) proposed the H bond between-02C-CH2-CH-COOprotonated Glu46 and neutron diffraction analysis, an H atom in the OTyr42 -OpCA bond ions, where the F-F and 0-0 in than its reactantsin the transitionstate the chromophore [ionized p-coumaric acid (pCA)] was a low-barrier HOH]was located at 0.96 Å from Tyr42 and was assumed to be an ionic = 27 nM = 24 pM are 2.26 A [table 7 of (8)] and distances Km Fora Using theK1atomic complex. the initial enzyme-substrate H bond (LBHB). coordinates of the high-resolution H bond (10). In contrast, in the case of the Glu46–pCA pair, an H A (10), respectively. stepwisemechanismwith an intermediate crystal structure, we analyzed the energetics of the short H bond 2.29 atom position was assigned at 1.21 Å from Glu46 and 1.37 Å from The requirementsfor forminglow-barriand Km inhibition where energetic structurallysimilar to the most by two independent methods: electrostatic pKconstant Ki is the a calculations and a pCA, almost at the midpoint of the OGlu46 -OpCA bond (2.57 Å) bondsappearto be the absence hydrogen constant. is the Michaelis mustmechanical/molecular be transitionstate, this intermediate quantum mechanical (QM/MM) approach. (i) er(Fig. 1A). From this unusual H atom position, the H bond besolvent such as wainterof putative Ionized nitro analogs sub- optimized more tightly bound than the original In the QM/MM geometry, we reproduced the two short of a hydrogen-bonding tween Glu46 and pCA was interpreted as a low-barrier H bond similar ter and reactions H-bond distances mediates of the crystal Tyr42-pCA (2.50 Å) and in structure: other elimination however, strate. These statementsdo not, pKa'sof the two heteroatoms [LBHB (12)] by the authors of ref. 10. LBHB was originally pro† ,† † †,‡ Glu46-pCA (2.57 Å). However, the H atoms obviously belonged to involved in the bond (11). The strongest the bindratios, binding show similar how an enzymecanRicard bind anGelabert,* interexplain Marc Nadal-Ferret, Miquel Moreno, andwith José M. Lluch posed to possess a covalent-bond-like character, thus significantly Tyr more or Glu moieties, near the of midpoint isocitrateoftothe bonds formwhen the two heteroatomsare analog nitronot the were ing of and much mediate or a transition state the † ‡ stabilizing the 08193 transition and facilitating enzymatic reactions donor and acceptor atoms. (ii) TheBiomedicina, potential-energy curvesthan of the Departament Química and Institut de Biotecnologia i de Universitat Autò noma de Barcelona, Bellaterra but orstate nitrogen), same (oxygen the tighter times 72,000 being aconitase than the desubstrate. Enzymologists tightly (12, 13). To understand the OGlu46 -OpCA bond characteristics, the two H bonds of standard asymmetric Spain for example, type, account N H 0 bondscan be the low-barrier effectsdouble-well isocitrate howresembled that ofthose (4). These have(Barcelona), long wondered, 1 following points should be considered: potentials, which differ from those of LBHB. (iii) The calculated pK find it so easy to remove protons for at most five ordersof magnitudeand a althoughprobably enzymes ∗not as strongas 0 H 0 S Supporting Information values for Glu46 and pCA were 8.6 and 5.4, respectively. The pK * a bonds well It was suggested that seems bond (11). The (a)H-bond length and strength NMR chemical leave 18 ordersof magnitude groupsto fromcarbonsnext to carboxylate 0 unexplained 0 shift. 1 H NMR chemidifference was unlikely to satisfy the prerequisite for LBHB. (iv)of The correlated a strong H-bond results in between a more downfield the the distance with Part to 25 kcal mol'1). which (corresponding apgive "carbanion"intermediates, PYP was originally proposed stabilize the ionized pCA cal shift. According to the classification For a long LBHB time, inlow-barrier hydrogen bonds bondsbeingof H bonds by Jeffrey with the shortest from the double heteroatoms, the difference maytocome peartoABSTRACT: be aci-carboxylates: because deprotonated Arg52 cannot stabilize it. However, the cal(14) or Frey (LBHBs) have been proposed to exist in many enzymes charge and to of the aci-carboxylate, the strongest (9).(15), “single-well H bonds” [or “symmetrical H negative culated pK a of Arg52 and QM/MM optimized geometry suggested bonds” are very short typically with O-O distances of 2.4– play an important role their catalytic but the Hfunction, it becomes discussion + above -o RCHin=C' R-CH2-COOthe(16)] From aci-nitronatehas only a single theproof whereas that Arg52 was protonated on the protein surface. The short H 2.5 Å and display 1hydrogen H NMR chemical shifts (δH ) of 20–22 ppm of their existence has been elusive. The transient formation of this does not accountfor clear how low-barrier can bonds however, charge; bond between Glu46 and ionized pCA in the PYP ground state (15). [or “asymmetric H bonds” an LBHBininthe a protein system has been ﬁrst difference. only(16)] are longer, 2.5– catalysis.There in enzymic a roleLBHBs by detected For example, reaction catalyzed thethe all offor energy could be simply explained by electrostatic stabilization without play2.6 Å with δH of 17–19 ppm (15). “Weak H bonds” are further time using neutron diﬀraction techniques on It a has photoactive bond between the be a hydrogen the 3R from malate proton become apparentto us and others has to fumarase, invoking LBHB. longer, with δH of 10–12 ppm (15). According to the criteria yellow (PYP)30) crystal in a study published in 2009 substrateis when the and the enzyme more than is transferred (whose PKaisprotein the missingenergycomes from substrate (5, 6) that (15, 16), OGlu46 -OpCA bond is not an LBHB but is more (Yamaguchi, S.; of et 5.7 al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 2009, the of the H atom posibecause is weak bound, in free with a PKa enzyme, of transfer hydrogen initially to a base the formation very strong 18 low-barrier hydrogen bond ∣ NMR 106, ∣ proton ∣ photoreceptor likely to be awhich single-well H-bond in terms 440−444). recent theoretical studiestobased on do and enzymicgroup substrate of the while the corre- pKa's comes tovery be- bonds the intermediate equilibrium and the processHowever, tion. However, simultaneously, the reported OGlu46 -OpCA discalculations and NMR resonance experi- for of the pKa baseisensing to thetosubstrate tweenelectronic 8 (1). This thought bonds hydrogen pH 6 andstructure sponding tance ofbut 2.57where Å (10)the is too long for intera single-well H bond. Thus, blue light is a prerequisite organisms be able to not match, ments on PYP in solution (Saito, K.; et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 2012, 109, 167−172) strongly indicate that there is not or both state transition or clear strengthening of the areweak.We attribute to be a carboxylic acid because it is not whether this protein haswill an LBHB on the basis of sustain life. Photoactive yellow proteinthe (PYP) serves as a of bac- mediate such ancoefficient LBHB. By means electronic structure combined withfor thenegative solution of the nuclear Schrö dofinger equation, we Thus, the enzymicgroup. thegeometry. match that and bebond two factors. (i) The the H-bond of its of temperature thecalculations hydrogen terial photoreceptor, in particular, as ato sensor photopKa, here pKa under whichtaxis conditions an LBHB can photoactive existdistance in PYP, leading a ismore reasonable andgoes conciliating lowa was being On thebond other hand, δH of 15.2 ppm assigned to protonated from. orlight and hydrogen any causeanalyze is elevated isthus reduced, its apparent byto0.7 donor-acceptor blue (1). The chromophore of to PYP understanding the above-mentioned studies. Glu46 (11). The value com-of 15.2 ppm is smaller the studies enzyme-substrate oneininNMR p-coumaric acid (pCA), whichwater is covalently attached to Cys69 of out by the(2). energy malate or 1.3 pH units in theofpresence is squeezed competing than that for single-well H bonds [20–22 ppm (15)] or even for Inofthethe PYP state, pCAtransition chromophore is present as a 3Rground state (and any fumarate (2). Thus, the pKa fit the of the tight LBHB [17–19 ppm (15)]. phenolate anion (3–5). Absorption of aclosely blue light photon it) initiates in 23 pH resemble that intermediates proton is lowered by more than C Nielson (17) or Schutz Aa values. (b)pK to Perrin and the transcisisomerization of the pCA region, leading to proton between theoftwo atoms, According and itsBbonding INTRODUCTION affinities theelectronegative to about 31 kcal mol' . units, equivalent the enzyme. (ii) Theregion proton and 5,20,23 Warshel the definition LBHB is vague. Schutz transfer involvingtwo the heteroatoms pCA moiety (4, 6). The struc- covalent. −All-of to them becomes essentially If a(18), monodimenis unlikely come from the crystal energyaccepted hydrogen byPYP bridged It this is widely thattoture hydrogen bonds can stabilize and Warshel (18) concluded that LBHB cannot be defined revealed that pCAare is brought H-bonded by protonated Tyr42ofand representation the reaction path corresponding to the thetransition equality. a better stericfit ofand intermediate to sional near bond intermediates statesthan in of enzyme reactions, in H-bonded by only the distance or strength of a H bond, and that only Glu46 (Fig. 1). Tyr42 is further byshifting Thr50.isCleland Structural proton adopted, that nuclear wave function condition the this the aci-nitro dianwhich althoughcontributing substrate, bonds, hydrogen Strong energy-based evaluations can be used to determine H-bond way signiﬁcantly to the huge catalytic power of protonated analysis suggested that Glu46 is and pCA is ionized ion enzymes. of the hydrogen 1−3 is fulﬁlled provided that the ground levelthe of pK the values of the donor and acceptor (an analog of 3-nitrolactate has called "low-barrier (7) types.vibrational In particular, In particular, 2 a special ofground hydrogen 2 a in theclass PYP statebonds, (7, 8).the Remarkably, the distance between in intermediate) binds to fumarase of formation putative can have energies monodimensional double well lies at or above the classical bonds," moieties are important in determining the energy barrier reso-called low-barrier hydrogenthe bonds (LBHBs), proposed hydroxyl O were of Tyr42 and the phenolate O of pCA than kcal 900totimes more it does to as as 31 mol-1, tightly the high gas phase energy barrier, according to the deﬁnition given by Cleland and quired for moving an H atom between donor and acceptor play an important role in (O enzyme catalysis around 20Å,years and the distance between the carboxTyr42 -O pCA ) is 2.49–2.51 7 −stimulated n n 1.moieties n the(18). bonds malate (3) This idea provoked yl ordinary Taking that into most conclusive, Kreevoy. In original reports by Frey et al. (13) or Cleland a double-well O of Glu46 andwhereas the O ofhydrogen pCA (OGlu46 -OpCAof ) all isthe 2.54– for (A) functions Potential ago.4−12 a ﬂurry of and phenolate Fig.account, 2 activity and Kreevoy (12),a itlow-barrier was that an LBHB may form when watermolecules between typecrystal direct wayare to relatively identify an LBHB is the determination of stated the hydrogen (B) bond, hydrogen in most viewpoints PYP structures at resolution of approxian intense research eﬀort that2.61 led toÅopposing about the pK difference between donor and acceptor moieties is ReW. W. Cleland is with the Institutefor in the Enzyme even weaker, or weak kcal mol1, (5 neutron bond, diﬀraction if hydrogen the a bond a single-well (C) and measurements: mately 1 chemical Å (reviewed in ref. short location distancebybetween theUniversity real existence of LBHBs and their properties and9). Theproton WI53705, of Wisconsin, Madison, search, nearly zero.between Interestingly, it waslowest also speculated by the authors 0-0 fortoweak distance phase). The en13−25 and pCA isgas lines represent Theregion horizontal proton isthe found be in the(35). central the two of particular interest because photoinduced inKreevoy enzymeiscatalysis. with theGlu46 and M. M. Departmentof USA,functions ref. 10hydrogen the(upper) pK a values of Glu46 and pCA would be to 3.0Glu46 whereas and deuterium 2.8 A, atoms, bonds for hydrogen levels ergy of electronegative the hydrogen bond is that an LBHB. intramolecular proton transfer fromisprotonated to ionized MNparameters of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Chemistry, TwoUniversity of the most used physicochemical to try to Athe it(lower). is 
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Energetics of short hydrogen bonds in photoactive yellow protein a
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ic bonds where



energy curves) or three differively different d strong hydrolow. [Note that ts of the potenre shown here.] cited state, and riments.17 This ulations for the



ion, the nuclear ctronic ground cally solve the otion of a nun this potential



FIG. 2. Potential energy curves for the diabatic and adiabatic states of a symArehydrogen There Really Low-Barrier Bondsaxis in Proteins? The Case metric bonded system. Hydrogen The horizontal is proportional to the of Photoactive Yellow Protein extent of stretching of the X–H bond. The vertical energy scale is D, the binding energy of an isolated X–H bond. The adiabatic curves are for an off-diagonal coupling with parameters " = 0.4D and b = a. The diabatic curves are Morse potentials centred at r = r (dashed lines) and r = R − r (dotted lines) and correspond to isolated X–H and H–Y bonds, respectively. For parameters relevant to an O–H· · ·O system, the three sets of curves correspond (from top to bottom) to oxygen atom separations of R = 2.9, 2.6, and 2.3 Å, respectively, characteristic of weak, moderate (low barrier), and strong hydrogen bonds. Note that the upper two panels differ from the corresponding figure inSRef. 17 due to an error in that work.



Quantum  nuclear  eﬀects  



•  Born-‐Oppenheimer  approxima1on.   •  Schrodinger  equa1on  for  vibra1onal   ■ R) eigenstates   of  fixed the  X-‐H   stretch   ϵ (r, for different donor-acceptor distances R, ! " ¯ d − + ϵ (r, R) $ (r) = E $ (r), 2M dr



(6)



to find eigenstates $ n (r) and energy identify the an LBHB are a short distance between •  M   s  low-lying d iﬀerent   fvibrational or  the(
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the classical energy barrier is low enough so that the nuclear wave function corresponding to the ground vibrational level of the double well reaches its maximum values at the region of that energy barrier. Thus, the proton can freely move in the



halophila, which controls the negative phototactic response of
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Interlude:  buyer  beware   “Reading  aloud  from  the  reports  of   hos1le  referees….  almost  invariably   rouses  an  audience  from  its  stupor….”     David  Mermin,     “What’s  wrong  with  those  talks?”,     Physics  Today,  1992  



PRL  Referee  reports   •  Rather,  much  more  elaborate  models  have  been   invesGgated  in  many  ﬁelds  and  have  been  discussed  and   analysed  along  the  lines  of  the  model  presented  here  [1,2]   although  I  am  not  aware  of  an  explicit  paper  that  presents   this  model.         •  I  personally  consider  the  material  to  be  more  of  textbook   quality  (in  fact  it  is  presented  in  a  very  translucent  way)  so   that  it  might  be  suitable  for  a  more  educaGonally  oriented   journal,  provided  there  is,  indeed,  no  prior  publicaGon   already.     Translucent  =  Transmi{ng  light  but  causing  suﬃcient   diﬀusion  to  prevent  percep1on  of  dis1nct  images.        
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Chem.  Phys.  LeN.  referee  report   The  author  has  constructed  a  very  simple  model   of  the  H-‐bond  …  ,  and  my  principal  thought   upon  ﬁrst  reading  this  work  was  ``surely,   somebody  has  done  this  before,  and  probably   long  ago”    



J.  Chem.  Phys.  Referee  report   •  It  seems  overly  pedagogical,  and  reads  almost   like  a  review  of  the  literature  on  hydrogen-‐   bonding  calcula1ons.  I  think  this  tends  to  obscure   the  more  interes1ng  insights  into  bonding  in   these  systems.     •  The  calcula1ons  are  simplis1c  in  the  extreme  -‐   one-‐dimensional  DVR  calcula1ons  on  a  simple   EVB-‐type  model  surface.  While  there  is  certainly   a  place  for  these  models,  it  seems  that  the   authors  could  have  also  stretched  themselves  to   solve  the  2-‐D  and  3-‐D  problems  too,  with  liNle   addi1onal  eﬀort.    
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Zero  point  mo1on  &  tunneling   modiﬁes  apparent  X-‐H  bond  length   )-
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Bond  length  measured  in  a    neutron  scaNering  experiment?      Vibra1onal  averaging?  



Correla1on  of  X-‐H  bond     length  r  vs.  R   1.25



r



#" D



$" H



r* .................. !" A !" R
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rmax,H
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r = R/2



rmax,D



r (Å)
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2.5 2.6 R (Å)



Zero  point  mo1on     +  vibra1onal  averaging  



2.7



2.8



2.9



Experimental   data  for  40   symmetric   complexes   Gilli  et  al.,   JACS  (1994)  



H/D  geometric  isotopic  eﬀect   cf.  Limbach,  Tolstoy  et  al.  
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X-‐H  stretch  vibra1onal  frequency     vs.  X-‐Y  distance  R   3500 Experimental  data   Steiner,  Angew.  Chem.     Int.  Ed.  41,  48  (2002).    



3000 Ω (cm−1)



2500 E0− → E1+ E0+ → E0− Expt Harmonic
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Secondary  geometric  isotope  eﬀect  



NN



X-‐Y  bond  length  R  changes     by  ~  0.01  Å  with  H/D  subs1tu1on                              RD  –  RH    versus    R   #$ %&'()*+* , -."/0*1 .2 #.13&"1*/ 45/"&5"/3 667 87999: ;9



Ichikawa,  J.  Mol.  Struct.   (2000).   S#+8 J8 A', +,*1,$"#! #0*$*4, ,66,!$ "!" #???$R ! #???$C " %0 % 65-!$#*- *6 $', '()"*+,-./*-) )#0$%-!, F?@@@?GC8
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174508-7



McKenzie et al.



Born-Oppenheimer-like treatment of r and R. Upon taking an expectation value with the ground state vibrational wavefunction along the fast coordinate, r, an effective one-dimensional potential along R is obtained with the following form:



dZ/dR (x1000 cm−1Å−1)



8



4



K(R0 ) (R − R0 )2 + Z(R), (7) 2 2 where McKenzie the first ettwo terms on the gright-hand sideisotope   are a local 174508-7 al.Secondary   eometric   eﬀect   0 quadratic expansion about the R0 , and represent the elastic −2 modulation of energy alongofothe donor-acceptor coBorn-Oppenheimer-like rrigin:   and R.vibra1onal   Upon takingstretching 8 • treatment Physical   zan ero  point   energy   Z   expectation valueThe withessential the ground state vibrational wavefuncordinate. physics of the isotope effect is in the −4 varies   w ith   R   a nd   i s   d iﬀerent   for  H  and  D6.   tion along fastthe coordinate, r, anenergy, effective one-dimensional thirdthe term, zero-point dZ/dR (x1000 cm−1Å−1)



Z(R) ≡ E0+ (R) − ϵ− (rmin , R),



8 6



(8)



dZH/dR



4



4 K(R0 ) (R − R0 )2 + Z(R), (7) U0 (R) = U (R0 ) + 2 2 of the hydrogen  (deuterium) motion. 2 0 thatterms Z(R)onis the notright-hand required to a minimum at R0 . 0 where the Note first two sidebeare a local −2 is   m inimum   a t   e quilibrium   Minimising totalthe energy (7) represent as a function of −4R gives the the elastic quadratic expansionthe about R0 , and −2 bond   length   modulation of energy along the donor-acceptor stretching co-2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6R (Å)2.7 equilibrium bond length ordinate. The essential physics of the isotope effect is in the −4 1 dZ(R0 ) third term, the zero-point energy, (9) Req = R0 −



K(R0 )



Z(R) ≡ E0+ (R) − ϵ− (rmin , R),
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∆ R (x10−2 Å)



•  Total   energy   of  bond   potential along R is obtained with the following form:



dZ/dR (x1000 cm−1Å−1)



U0 (R) = U (R0 ) +
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3



2



2.4 1 2.5



2.6 2.7 R (Å)



∆R (x10−2 Å)



∆ R (x10−2 Å)



to first order in ¯.89 This equation was previously presented by 0 60 5 of the Sokolov, hydrogenVener, (deuterium) motion. and Saval’ev. They used zero-point energies Calc(s −1 Note that Z(R) is not required to bepotentials a minimum R0 .used here, 4 Calc(str obtained from different model to at that Minimising the total energy (7) as a function of R gives the Secondary   eometric   sotope   eﬀect   and they also assumed that K(R) gwas constant. iThe physics −2 3 equilibrium bond length 2.3 2.4 2.5 involved is identical to that used in  – solid state physics to cal   R   R   v ersus     R   H   2 dZ(RD0 ) 1 substitution culate the Reffect of isotope on the lattice 5 (9) constant eq = R0 − Calc(str only) 1 K(R0 ) dR of a crystal.5, 90 Calc(str + bend) 4 FIG. 7. Non-monotonic dependenc 89 Expt We estimate K(R0 ), was the previously elastic constant to first order in ¯. This equation presentedinbythe above 0 fect on the donor-acceptor distance 3 model, from information in theenergies article by Novak used zero-point Sokolov, Vener, andexperimental Saval’ev.60 They zero-point energy in cm−1 /Å. The r 2 obtained from model used here, (Ref. 65,different Figure 10 and potentials Table V). toIt that shows significant varia- −1 blue curve for deuterium. Note that and they that K(R) constant. The 6physics by1was a factor of about as R0 decreases −2 R and that the curves cross for R ≃ tionalso withassumed R0 , increasing determines secondary 2.3curves 2.4 2.5 the2.6 2.7 ge involved is identical to that useddata in solid state physics toform, calfrom 2.7 to 2.44 Å. The fit an exponential curve i X   X  water   which is shown as theRsolid 0 eq,H (Å) culate the effect of isotope substitution on the lattice constant zero-point contribution of the bend m Ice  (10) h   ¯ exp[−c(R − R¯ )], 5, 90 K(R ) = K −1



of a crystal. 0 0 0 results in Ref. 17, yields the seconda dashed FIG. 7. Non-monotonic dependence of the We estimate K(R ), the elastic constant in the above data are taken from Table 1 in 3 −1 2 −1 fect on, the donor-acceptor distance. The top Ref. panel ¯ = (55 ±0 3) × 10−2 with K cm /Å , and c = (7.3 ± 0.8) Å −1 2.3 in 2.4 2.5 by2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3 model, from experimental information the article Novak zero-point energy in cm /Å. The red curve is for h Å.water   andFigure R¯ 0 ≡ 2.5 Req,H (Å) blue curve for deuterium. Note that the maxima occ (Ref. 65, 10 In   and Tablecompe1ng   V). It shows significant variaquantum   Experimental   R nonand thatdata   the curves cross for R ≃ 2.4 Å. The diff The zero-point energy of the X–H stretch is a by aafactor aboutc6ancel   as R0 decreases Ichikawa,   tion with R0 , increasing eﬀects   lmost  of exactly   Mol.  Struct.  (the 2000).   curvesJ.  determines secondary geometric isotope e monotonic significant variation withwhich R re-is shown ofasFigure 7 (labelled “str onl from 2.7 to 2.44 Å.function The dataoffitR. anThe exponential form, the solid curve in the bottom pan



flects the qualitative changes in the one-dimensional potential including a bend comparison with zero-point contribution of the modes, discussed (10) K(R0 ) = K¯ exp[−c(R0 − R¯ 0 )], results in Ref.range 17, yields dashed curve as in the bott that occur as one changes from weak to moderate to strong ofthe complexes, tabul data are taken from Table 1 in Ref. 60. 3 −1 subtle dif¯ = (55(compare 3).2 ,Furthermore, are with Kbonds ± 3) × 10Figure cm−1 /Å and c = (7.3 ±there 0.8) Å , We point out that 18   the x ¯ and Rferences Eq. (9), is different from R, t 0 ≡ 2.5 Å.between hydrogen and deuterium isotopes. The top The a nonpartzero-point of Figure energy 7 showsofa the plotX–H of thestretch slope is dZ/dR versus R for tential. For R ≥ 2.35 Å, we monotonic function of R. The significant variation with R reof Figure 7 “str only”) shows aof p both hydrogen and deuterium. This slope is small and posa(labelled non-monotonic function flects the in the one-dimensional including itivequalitative for largechanges R, increases as R decreases potential until it reaches a aofcomparison 0.1 Å forwith R ≃experimenta 2.5 Å, an
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Isotope  eﬀects  on  vibra1onal   frequencies  
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Experimental  data:     Novak,  Structure  &  Bonding    18,  177  (1974).  



Future:  extensions  and  applica1ons   •  Isotope  frac1ona1on  in  proteins   •  Double  proton  transfer;  J.  Chem.  Phys.  141,   104314  (2014)   •  NMR  correla1ons     •  Excited  state  proton  transfer   •  Proton  transfer  in  water  wires     •  Solvent  eﬀects  and  broad  infrared  absorp1on  
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Conclusions  



•  A  simple  2-‐diaba1c  state  model  provides  a   parametrisa1on  of  poten1al  energy  surfaces     •  Quantum  nuclear  eﬀects  necessary  for   quan1ta1ve  descrip1on  of  correla1ons   between  donor-‐acceptor  distance  R  and  bond   lengths  and  vibra1onal  frequencies.   •  Nuclear  quantum  eﬀects  [H/D  isotope  eﬀects]   are  largest  &  subtle  for  moderate  to  strong   symmetric  bonds  (R  ≈  2.4-‐  2.5  Å).    J.  Chem.  Phys.    140,  174508  (2014)     condensedconcepts.blogspot.com  
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The energy eigenvalu curve of a low lying exc 500 the quantum mechanica cited state’ is the analogu 0 R state in semibulvalene [2 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 11/11/2014   cule [41], and of the lowFigure 5. Softening of the D–H stretch frequency X (in cm!1 ) with decreasing ion associated with deloc donor–acceptor distance R (in Å). Solid line is the harmonic frequency of the ground the two potential energy state adiabatic potential for the model Hamiltonian with b ¼ a and D1 ¼ 0:4D. The stood in terms of the ps dots are experimental data for a wide range of complexes and are taken from Figure 4 in Ref. [8]. strong hydrogen bond co electronic excited state w (corresponding to a wave proposed as a measure of the strength of an H-bond [39]. In the bonds the ground and exc adiabatic limit this frequency is given by the curvature at the botof the two diabatic state tom of the potential E! ðr; RÞ. Figure 5 shows that the model dement. The coefficients of scribes the observed correlation between the softening and R in a relative sign in the groun wide range of compounds. expression for the transi complex [44] then impli 10. Hardening of the bending vibrational frequency equal to the ground stat states, i.e., the dipole mom There is a bending vibration associated with periodic oscillation bye. This suggests a sig of the angle / shown in Figure 1. For non-linear bonds with fixed r with this excited state. Th and R the ground state energy E! depends on the angle / via the $ tial of the excited state distance r and the matrix element Dð/Þ (3). The bending frequency state (cf. Figure 2 bottom X is given by ing vibration (the D–H s @E! 1 rR @VðR ! rÞ state, just as the relevan Mr 2 ðX2 ! X20 Þ ¼ 2 ð/ ¼ 0Þ ¼ 2 R!r @r @/ state’ of benzene and sem 3 2 in contrast to the soften 7 6 VðrÞ ! VðR ! rÞ chemical bonds. Since Dð 7 &6 "12 5 41 þ ! of this excited state will ðVðrÞ ! VðR ! rÞÞ2 þ 4DðRÞ2 that the Franck–Condon p ! " ergy surface. This means 2 2 2DðRÞ 1 þ ðr=ðR ! rÞÞ dissociation of the H-bo þ! ð6Þ "1 2 2 2 investigations have Author's personalthat copy ðVðrÞ ! VðR ! rÞÞ þ 4DðRÞ metric H-bonded compl Structural Data Base foun ing symmetrical H-bonds R.H. McKenzie / Chemical Physics Letters 535 (2012) 196–200 materials. Examples inclu tate [11], dominates and potassium 1400 the p over r* orbital on the A atom r sity of the UV absorption H .................. A brid orbital on the D 1300 asymmetry between theb parameters D0 and D and A. For linear H bo R tion in CrHO2 is one mea 1000



Compe1ng  contribu1ons  to  zero  point   energy  



•  Zero  point  energy  is  main  source  of  H/D  isotope   eﬀects,  esp.  secondary  geometric  eﬀect  [change  in   R]  and  frac1ona1on  at  liquid-‐vapour  transi1on   •  X-‐H  stretch  frequency  decreases  with  decreasing  R.   •  X-‐H  bend  frequency  increases  with  decreasing  R.    



D-‐H  bend  vibra1onal  frequency     vs.  D-‐A  distance  R  
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Figure 1. Definition of geometric variables for a hydrogen bond between a donor D and an acceptor A.



 Expt.  data:  Novak,  
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 Struct.  Bond.  18  (1974)  177  



where R1 is a refere



12. Asymmetric parametersbonds in the mo



the length and energy fix them to reproduce I now consider the cas (Figure 3). The value Diabatic states [27,28] (including valence bond states) have here for O–H* *accep *O syst nor ðD Þ and of the D proven to be a powerful method of developing chemical concepts quantum chemical ca and describing trends [29,30]. Previously it has been proposed Gillithat and Gilli [7] have n and a parameterisatio hydrogen bonding and proton transfer reactions can be described the strongest hydrogen b empirical Lippincott– by Empirical Valence Bond models [22–26,31–33] involving vaRef. [19]). The compe lence bond states. Here, I consider the simplest possible have two state the same proton af the large energies of s model and choose a basis consisting of two diabatic denoted R states,state Hamiltonian mod ! ! D) is key to understa 2.60 2.75 2.80 as jD—H; A 2.65 i and jD 2.70 ; H—Ai. The latter represents a product state, (the puzzle andH-bond large D, [7t jD! ijH—Ai, consisting of the electronic state of a D! iondistances and of a 3. Reduced Hilbert space for the effective Hamiltonian
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associated energetics, including the partial electrostatic character of the H-bond, is captured by the Morse potentials introduced below. 4. Effective Hamiltonian The Hamiltonian for the diabatic states will have matrix elements which depend on the D–H bond length r, the donor–acceptor separation R, and the angle / which describes the deviation from linearity (compare Figure 1). The Morse potential describes
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I now focus on the sym ric case briefly at the e Figure 2 shows the ergy curves) E! ðr; RÞ a ent fixed R values.
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Previous  work  on  two-‐state   Hamiltonians   •  •  •  •  •  • 



Coulson   Warshel  (Empirical  Valence  Bond)   Voth,  Paesani,…   Tuckerman,  Borgis,  Hynes,  …   Shaik,  Hiberty,  …   Zilberg,  Haas,  …  



A  key  model  predic1on  for  strong  symmetric  H  bonds:   a  signature  of  quantum  electronic  character   •  An  excited  state  (the  “twin   state”)  in  UV  (300  nm)  with   large  transi1on  dipole   moment   -1.0 •  D-‐H  vibra1onal  frequency  is   exalted  rela1ve  to  ground   state  (cf.  benzene,  semi-‐ bulvalene)   •  Proton  is  delocalised   •  Dissocia1ve  (energy   decreases  with  increasing  R)   •  Candidate  materials:          H5O2+  ,  106  crystal  structures  
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D-‐H  stretch  vibra1onal  frequency  vs.   asymmetry  in  proton  aﬃnity  
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Phase  diagram  of  water:     Pressure  vs.  temperature    



Ice  X  
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Ice  X  is  quantum   •  New  non-‐molecular  symmetric  phase  of  ice   found  above  pressures  of  60  GPa.  Protons  are   delocalised  between  O  donors.   O-‐H  bond  length  vs.  Pressure  [&  O-‐O  distance  R]  



Quantum     Classical     Benoit,  Marx,  Parrinello   Nature  392,  258  (1998).  



Ice  X   Phys.  Rev.  B   54,  15673  (1996)  
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Vibra1onal  frequencies  vs.  diﬀerence    in   proton  aﬃnity  of  donor  and  acceptor  



 Roscioli  et  al.,  Science  316,  249  (2007)  
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